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CONSEQUENCES OF BELIEVING IN EVOLUTION

The belief in evolution makes us question the authority and truth of the Bible and can make us go

along with the popular delusion that the Bible is full of mistakes and is no longer relevant to our modern

world. But I have found that the Bible is very relevant to every aspect of our lives. If we accept the theory

of evolution, then man’s opinion becomes the authority of our origins, our early history, and even our

moral and ethical issues instead of God being the absolute authority. If Biblical teachings and laws are

ignored, then man’s opinions determine how to view our moral issues of what is right and wrong.

Evolutionary philosophy is what has supported anti-Christian and anti-God systems for centuries.

The evolutionary approach to morality has caused harmful and degrading effects on the world and

mankind through such leaders as Lenin, Hitler and Stalin. An evolutionary world view has no absolute

morals about what is right and wrong. If there is no Creator, or ultimate authority, to set the rules, then it

is left up to man to be the authority to decide our morals and ideas of what is right and wrong. These

decisions are relative to each culture and each culture will have different definitions of what is right and

wrong. Many issues then become controversial such as: How does society handle murder, stealing,

adultery, abortion, pornography, homosexual behavior, etc.? The more a culture is convinced that there is

no absolute right and wrong, ultimately, the more we can expect to see a rejection of the authority of the

Bible and its proclaimed absolute values.

Hitler, for example, believed in the “survival of the fittest” evolutionary concept and man’s

evolving from the ape. Hitler’s plan was to speed up the process of evolution so he could end up with

what he considered to be the perfect “race” of people. He first got the German society to declare that the

Jews were a sub-human race. Therefore they were to be exterminated first along with people thought to be

non-productive as the gypsies, the mentally retarded, and the physically handicapped. Next he had planned

to kill off the “black race” since in his evolutionary opinion they were less evolved, being closer in

appearance to the apes from which he believed they evolved. This is where “racism” today often stems

too.

Evolution promotes the idea that we are all just higher evolved “animals,” therefore we are not

specially created beings and life really has little meaning. This idea has catapulted such atrocities as

bullying behavior leading to school shootings, abortions of unwanted babies (it is alright to kill unwanted

kittens so why not unwanted kids), genocides of differing ethnic groups, euthanasia of the mentally ill to

make room for other residents, and other such killings.

Many people are often tempted to accept the compromised position of “theistic evolution” where

evolution is viewed as God’s method of creation. It is the idea that God created the basic elements and

used evolution as His method of creating every living thing. But to make evolution fit into the “creation

story,” you have to question God’s Word and reinterpret what the Bible says about creation. The theory of

evolution is based on many unprovable assumptions and modern scientific evidence has demonstrated

many problems with this theory to the point that many of its ideas are totally wrong. So if evolution lacks

scientific evidence to support it, those who believe in evolution are believing and supporting some idea

that science indicates did not even happen. The theory of evolution could even be seen as an idol that man

has chosen to believe in rather than believing God’s explanation of His creation. It is a sin to worship the

created things of God instead of the Creator God Himself.

Belief in evolution also supports disbelief in God. It is the atheist’s explanation of our origins, they

do not need to believe in God or His creation. It gives many people a reason for wanting God out of our

schools. Our children are being taught a basically disproved theory (evolution) while being denied the

opportunity to learn the overwhelming evidence against evolution and a theory (Intelligent Design &/or

Creation) which is drastically supported by modern scientific evidence. Biblical teachings used to be

taught heavily in schools and it was the main reason many early Americans sent their children to school

(to learn to read the Bible and to learn its lessons). The more our society supports evolutionary ideas, the

less they will support Biblical teachings and the more corruption our societies will endure.



Consequences of Teaching Evolution

The theory of evolution has hindered the advancement of human knowledge since it was first

proposed by Charles Darwin in 1859. The idea that one type of creature has changed into a completely

different type of creature by the accumulation of small changes over time has been at least partially

responsible for many of the following travesties:

1. The removal of supposedly useless organs (such as tonsils) based on the assumption that they were

evolutionary leftovers. Many people have died needlessly.

2. The idolizing of animals to the point of animals being considered equal in value to humans which has

resulted in the devaluation of human life.

3. The devaluation of human life such that the abortion of babies is considered nothing more than the

removal of excess tissue. Biology texts still teach that embryos go through “evolutionary stages” before

becoming human.

4. The promotion of self-love and survival-of-the-fittest mentality at the expense of others, creating a

self-centered society. If we have evolved, why not focus on self?

5. The distortion, misunderstanding, and redefinition of the word “family” - leading to broken

homes, dysfunctional families, and insecure children.

6. Any basis for determining good vs. evil or right vs. wrong has become relative. Truth shifts as easily

as moving sand. 

Maintaining a creation foundation, as taught by the Bible, prevents all of these problems from occurring.

   This article, written by Bruce Malone, is from the Oct.23rd entry on the subject of “Evidence From

Common Sense” taken from the book, A Closer Look At The Evidence, by Richard & Tina Kleiss.1 This

amazing book contains evidence, researched from over 70 expert sources, for the existence of a Creator,

for the reliability of the Holy Bible, and for the trustworthiness of Christianity.

1. A Closer Look At The Evidence, Richard L. & Christina (Tina) E. Kleiss, Search for the Truth Pub.,

Midland, MI.


